BOTTLE ROLL TESTS OF CERRO CALICHE MINERALIZATION
RETURN AVERAGE RECOVERIES OF 80.3% FOR GOLD
VANCOUVER, Canada, March 3, 2021 – Sonoro Gold Corp. (TSXV: SGO | OTCQB: SMOFF | FRA: 23SP)
“Sonoro” or the “Company” is pleased to report the bottle roll results from the Company’s Cerro Caliche
property in Sonora, Mexico. The samples tested were from four specific mineralized zones: Japoneses,
Cuervos, El Colorado/Cabeza Blanca and Buena Suerte, and included associated composites. The testing
was conducted at McClelland Laboratories, Inc. in Sparks, Nevada as part of a detailed scope of work
consisting of 43 bottle roll tests over 96-hours at a coarse sizing of 80% - 1.7 mm feed size. Subsequent
leach recoveries averaged 80.3% for gold and 27.2% for silver. Sodium cyanide consumption rates
averaged 0.20 kg/t and lime addition averaged 2.1 kg/t for the bottle roll tests at varying feed grades.
These recoveries are similar in all structures and domains while cyanide consumption, which averaged
0.2-0.3 kg/t, together with the amount of lime required for pH control (approximately 2 kg/t) are well
within acceptable levels.
The leaching profile indicated a fast recovery over the 24-hours for gold, with a slower profile for silver
as expected. Variability is as shown in the following graphs supplied by McClelland Laboratories for the
specific zones and composites.

The samples tested were from over 5,500
kilograms of mineralized material taken
from ten 85-mm diameter PQ core holes
which were drilled to depths ranging from
25 to 140 meters. The balance of the
mineralized material is being used for the
column leach tests at McClelland
Laboratories.
Drilling at Cerro Caliche has shown that the
mineralization throughout the various
zones is oxidized to the full extent of all the
drill holes. Bottle roll test results verify
previous observations that mineralization
characteristics of near-surface oxidized drill
cuttings were similar to the deeper
oxidized mineralization.
The map below shows the locations of the PQ core drill holes.

Sonoro’s Vice President Operations, Jorge Diaz, stated, “We are pleased with these results as it shows the
mineralization is amenable to cyanide leaching and provides good recoverability at a coarse mesh bottle
roll of 1.7mm. We are also encouraged by the fact that these bottle roll tests, which were conducted on
various ore types and across various zones within the property, demonstrate similar positive metallurgical
recoveries across the entire resource area.”

Sonoro’s President and CEO, Kenneth MacLeod, added, “The successful completion of these tests is an
important advancement of the Cerro Caliche project and will contribute towards the completion of the
NI 43-101 P.E.A. that is expected to be released during Q3-2021. The results validate the projected 72%
recovery rate used in the Company’s July 26, 2019 NI 43-101 Technical Report1 which provided the project’s
initial mineral resource estimate.”
As previously planned, based on the bottle roll composites, the column test work has now commenced at
McClelland Laboratories. The column testing consists of 17 columns on 9 mineralized zones and
8 composites on 2 crush sizes of 2-inch to 0.5-inch feed sizes. The Company expects these column tests
to run for up to 90 days and will report the results as they become available.
Sonoro’s Chairman, John Darch, concluded, “The importance of this independent confirmation of the gold
recoveries which now form the basis of our assessment of a 20,000 tpd heap leach mining operation cannot
be understated as they are a critical milestone with regard to the project’s advancement. That these bottle
roll test results are very much in line with management’s assumed recoveries speak volumes as to the
acumen, professionalism and best-in-class practices employed by the Sonoro team.”
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (“QA/QC”) Measures and Analytical Procedures
The PQ drill cores for metallurgical testing were drilled to normal industry standards, with the cores
sequentially placed in 4-row plastic core boxes, then kept in secure storage and packed onto wooden
pallets prior to shipping to McClelland Laboratories by DHL.
No QA/QC issues were noted with the results received from the laboratory. McClelland Laboratories, Inc.
maintains accreditation with ISO/IEC Standard 17025:2017, for fields of testing that include the fire assay
and solution analyses used for the current metallurgical testing program.
Geologic Description
Cerro Caliche is located 45 kilometers east southeast of Magdalena de Kino in the Cucurpe-Sonora Megadistrict of Sonora, Mexico. Multiple historic underground mines were developed in the concession
including Cabeza Blanca, Los Cuervos, Japoneses, Las Abejas, Boluditos, El Colorado, Veta de Oro and
Espanola. Mineralization types of the Cucurpe-Sonora Mega-district include variants of epithermal low
sulfidation veins and related mineralized dikes and associated volcanic domes. Local altered felsic dikes
cut the mineralized meta-sedimentary rock units and may be associated with mineralization both in the
dikes and meta-sedimentary rocks.
Host rocks include Jurassic-Cretaceous meta-sedimentary rock units including argillite, shale, quartzite,
limestone, quartz pebble conglomerate and andesite. Younger intrusive rock consisting of medium
coarse-grained granodiorite-granite is present in the westerly parts of the concessions near the historic
Cabeza Blanca Mine. It is apparent that veining cuts and pervasively alters the intrusive stock. Rhyolite
occurs in irregular bodies distributed in higher elevations in the northerly part of the concession, including
the Rincon area, where it occurs as flows, sills, dikes and rhyolite domes. Part of the rhyolite is mineralized
and appears to be related to epithermal gold mineralization throughout the property.
Qualified Person Statement
Stephen Kenwood, P.Geo., a Director of Sonoro, is a Qualified Person within the context of National
Instrument 43-101 (NI 43-101) and has read and approved this news release. Readers are cautioned that
the presence of mineralization on historic mines adjacent to or on Cerro Caliche is not necessarily
indicative of gold mineralization in the concessions held by the Company.

1

NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Cerro Caliche Property, July 26, 2019, Strickland, D., Sim, R.C. prepared for Sonoro Metals;
comprised of an inferred resource of 201,000 AuEq ounces at a grade of 0.55 AuEq (0.495 g/t Au and 4.3 g/t Ag).

About McClelland Laboratories
McClelland Laboratories, Inc. (MLI) has been providing quality laboratory and consulting services to the
minerals industry for over 33 years. Their services include metallurgical, environmental, analytical testing
and consulting to meet their clients’ needs during all phases of project development, operation, and closure. MLI started as a lab dedicated to the gold, silver and copper industries and has expanded to provide
services in a wide range of mineral markets.
MLI has an experienced staff of metallurgical, chemical, and environmental science and engineering professionals and technicians working in over 44,000 square feet of laboratory and office space in Sparks,
Nevada. MLI works closely with their clients to design testing programs which meet their project objectives. The MLI philosophy is to design testing programs and procedures to produce the maximum amount
of data to efficiently add value to their clients’ projects. MLI understands that attention to detail and
quality of work, along with prompt professional service, are of utmost importance to their clients.
About Sonoro Gold Corp.
Sonoro Gold Corp. is a publicly listed exploration and development company with a portfolio of
exploration-stage precious metal properties in Sonora State, Mexico. The Company has highly
experienced operational and management teams with proven track records for the discovery and
development of natural resource deposits.
On behalf of the Board of Sonoro Gold Corp.
Per: “Kenneth MacLeod”
Kenneth MacLeod
President & CEO
For further information, please contact:
Sonoro Gold Corp. - Tel: (604) 632-1764
Email: info@sonorogold.com
Forward-Looking Statement Cautions: This press release contains certain "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Canadian
securities legislation, relating to, among other things, the Company's plans for the exploration, development and operations at the abovedescribed Cerro Caliche Concessions, located in the municipality of Cucurpe, Sonora, Mexico, including statements regarding the
Company’s plans for additional metallurgical testing, a planned preliminary economic assessment (“PEA”) reporting on the viability of a
proposed 20,000 tonne/day mining operation, and other material conditions set out above on which the Company’s development plans
are dependent. Although the Company believes that such statements are reasonable based on current circumstances, it can give no
assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts; they
are generally, but not always, identified by the words "expects", "plans", "anticipates", "believes", "intends", "estimates", "projects",
"aims", "potential", "goal", "objective", "prospective" and similar expressions, or that events or conditions "will", "would", "may", "can”,
"could" or "should" occur, or are those statements, which, by their nature, refer to future events. The Company cautions that forwardlooking statements are based on the beliefs, estimates and opinions of the Company's management on the date the statements are made
and they involve a number of risks and uncertainties, including the possibility of unfavourable exploration and test results, unfavourable
results of the contemplated PEA of the Cerro Caliche project, the lack of sufficient future financing to carry out exploration and
development plans and unanticipated changes in the legal, regulatory and permitting requirements for the Company’s exploration
programs. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ
materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result
of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law or the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange. Readers are
encouraged to review the Company’s complete public disclosure record on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX Venture
Exchange) accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

